
Monday 6th July
Remember to send photographs of your home learning to Mr Tyler, so that we 
can all see what you’ve been doing. Or alternatively, send them to 
c.holland1943@gmail.com and I can include them in the PowerPoint.

Thank you Charlie, Cerys, Jude W and Jude F for your letters and pictures.  
Also, thank you Maisie for your ingenious ‘laptop in a box’ idea. We just need 
the return of the Sun so we can try this one out!

mailto:c.holland1943@gmail.com


9AM – 9.30: PE

 Log onto Joe Wicks (YouTube) at 9am for your live workout 

to start the day.

 Remember to have a glass of water after you finish.



Book Talk: Balanced Argument

 This week, we are going to use the excellent Oak Academy materials for our 

Book Talk sessions (and some of our other sessions too). Click on the link 

below.

 https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/reading-comprehension-1

 Watch the video, and complete the activities.

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/reading-comprehension-1


10.00 – 10.30: BREAK TIME

 Well done for all of your hard work so 

far this morning.

 Wash your hands, eat your HEALTHY 

snack and try to do something active.



10.30 – 11.15. Maths

 SEE THE WEBSITE FOR THE MATHS WORK. 

 REMEMBER TO CLICK ON THE CORRECT YEAR GROUP.



Experience session

 Find blankets for your child to wrap himself/herself in. Talk about how it 

makes them feel.

 With an adult, make hot chocolate drinks (with cream and marshmallows if 

available) and talk about the smells and tastes. TOP TIP: I like to put in a 

spoon of Nutella chocolate spread to make it extra tasty!

 Remember any time you have been soaked and felt cosy again once warm and 

dry.

 Fill in the sheet on the following slide to record ideas. NOTE: If for any reason 

you cannot do the experiences, then please use your imagination, and 

previous experiences to fill in the sheet.



Write down words to explain how you feel being warm and 

cosy in the blanket:

Write down words to describe the smell of the hot 

chocolate:

Write down words to describe the taste of the hot 

chocolate:



12.00 -1.00. LUNCHTIME

 Enjoy your healthy lunch

 Try your best to get some fresh 

air and exercise.



1.00 – 1.15. WORD OF THE DAY

STEP 1. RECAP: Begin by recapping one or two words that you are still not 

secure on. Practise these every day in this recap section until you know 

them inside out! My group – think how long we recapped ‘believe’ and 

‘exercise’ until we cracked these…

STEP 2. WEEKLY RECALL: Recap previous day’s word

STEP 3: LEARN NEW WORD

STEP 4: APPLY NEW WORD TO A SENTENCE



Topic: 1:15 – 2:15

Music - Pulse

 In this lesson you are going to be learning more about pulse and learning to 

sing a song.

 https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-clap-to-the-pulse-of-a-

song-in-3-and-4-time-7cd951

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-clap-to-the-pulse-of-a-song-in-3-and-4-time-7cd951


2.15 – 2.45. TIMES TABLE ROCKSTARS

 Have a go on Garage and Arena for this week to sharpen up your 9x tables. 



2.45 – 3.00. Independent reading
 Remember to read your independent reading book aloud to a grown up at 

least 3 times a week.

Miss Holland’s Weekly Recommendation:

This week, I am reading The Girl with Space in her Heart.

Mabel has a heavy suitcase of worries that she carries around in her head, as 

well as a huge space in her heart since her father left. When her sister enlists 

her help in exposing their mother's boyfriend as a cheater, she's sure it can't 

be true and turns to a magical artefact to help mend their hearts. The space 

symbol is interwoven cleverly throughout the text.

 Reviews: A heart-warming and laugh-out-loud story about learning that 

love is never lost and change doesn't have to be scary (Waterstones).



3:00 – 3.15

Clockwork by Phillip Pullman

Phillip Pullman is the author of the famous His 

Dark Materials trilogy.


